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Note: The text reproduced below was adopted by the Administrative Committee (AC.1) of the amended 1958 Agreement at its fourteenth session, following the recommendation by WP.29 at its one-hundred-and-twentieth session. It is based on document TRANS/WP.29/2000/17, not amended (TRANS/WP.29/703, para. 164).
List of contents, annexes,

Annex 1, add at the end of the list new sheets, to read:

“.....
Sheet WY2.3W (only for signalling lamps)
Sheets P19W, PS19W, PY19W and PSY19W (only for signalling lamps)
Sheets P24W, PS24W, PY24W and PSY24W (only for signalling lamps)”

Text of the Regulation,

Paragraph 2.3.1.2., amend to read:

“2.3.1.2. the rated voltage. However, for filament lamps for which only a 12 V type is standardized and the maximum allowed bulb diameter of which does not exceed 7.5 mm, the rated voltage need not be marked;”

Paragraph 2.3.1.3., amend to read:

“2.3.1.3. the international designation of the relevant category. The wattage character “W” of this designation need not be marked when the maximum allowed bulb diameter of the lamp type does not exceed 7.5 mm;”

Annex 1,

Annex 1, sheet H4/2, replace in the table the IEC sheet number by “sheet 7004-39-6”

Annex 1, sheet P21W/1, replace in the table the IEC sheet number by “sheet 7004-11A-9”

Annex 1, sheet R5W/1, replace in the table the IEC sheet number by “sheet 7004-11A-9”

Annex 1, sheet R10W/1, replace in the table the IEC sheet number by “sheet 7004-11A-9”

Annex 1, sheet H27W/2, replace in the table the IEC sheet number by “sheet 7004-107-3”

Annex 1, sheet HIR1/2, replace in the table the IEC sheet number by “sheet 7004-31-2”

Annex 1, sheet PY27/7W/1, replace in the table the IEC sheet number by “sheet 7004-104A-1”

Annex 1, sheet HIR2/2, replace in the table the IEC sheet number by “sheet 7004-32-2”

Annex 1, sheet H10/2, replace in the table the IEC sheet number by “sheet 7004-31-2”
Add at the end new Sheet WY2.3W/1, new Sheets P19W/1 to P19W/3 and new Sheets P24W/1 to P24W/3, to read: